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WHAT CAN WE SAY … ?
METALEPSIS SEMINARIANS, 9-ERS, AND AUXILIARY MEMBERS:

• adding up the mental loot …

As the exam questions and answers come flooding in for the last class's discussion, some inventory is in order. Below is
a list of mental topoi from which, with any application of will and wit, an interesting thesis might be developed. 

no particular order:

reversed predication
anamorphosis
discourse theory
enunciation (énoncé vs. énonciation)
unlimited semiosis
delayed predication
the causal chain
the Great Chain of Being
transitive/intransitive
sorites (the collectivity of objects)
poché (in-between spaces and condition)
necromancy
eschatology
"between the two deaths"
fate
Jentschian uncanny (Ad/Da)
Freudian uncanny (Unheimlich)
déjà vu
ideology vs. falling in love (Mladen Dolar)
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Bloom's revisionary ratios:
dæmon
askesis
clinamen
tesseræ
apophrades
kenosis

epiphany (Joyce)
thunder (Vico/Joyce)
locus solus (Roussel)
Cassirer's three stages of mind
Vico's three stages of mind/culture
sites of exception
Hestia/Hermes
Lucretius's clinamen; "Eve and Adam's"
revised reading of utilitas, firmitas, venustas
Myth of Er (Plato)
Cupid and Psyche (Apuleius)
Psyche and anamnesis
collective memory (Halbwachs)
humors: choler, phlegm, blood, melancholy
Saturn and Melancholy
la voix acousmatique
the three drives (oral, anal, phallic)
Lacan's two extra drives: the gaze and the voice
the death drive
repetition/compulsion/the void
aleatory (chance)
what the thunder said: "give, sympathize, control" (Eliot)
domains of subjectivity: Imaginary, Symbolic, Real
topology of subjectivity
"nonon" (not covered in class — my fault!)
detached virtuality
themes of the fantastic:

double
travel through time
contamination of reality by the dream or fiction
story in a story

ekphrasis
diegetic vs. mimetic
chirality
death dream/narrative
chiasmus
encomium of the dead (Simonides)
manes (household gods: lares and penates)
lordship and bondage (Hegel)
paranoia
Club Silencio
forced choice
three forms of negation

Verneinung
Verleugnung
Verwerfung

foundation rites
the Curtian Lake
perdix (partridge) & Dædalus
symptom vs. fetish
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Diana and Actæon
mortification
jouissance
Names of the Father
demand vs. desire
claves (Anat Cohen on the "beat")
important numbers: 9, 2, 11 …
fable of Zeuxis and Parhassius
divine wind (afflatus)
Pyramus/Thisbe operator
ciphers
ø/-ø
the inside frame
extimacy, extimity, extimité
calculus of predication
Vico's ideal eternal history
Vico's imaginative universal
Vico's hidden text
sliding signifiers, signifying chains, "quilting" (points de capiton)
Lacan's poinçon
Möbius band
verticality; zenithal authority
horizontal atlas
Plato's fable of the Cave
cosmograms
lipograms (Perec's novel, A Void)
Krazy Kat (intransitive love)
zairja
body loading
aim vs. goal
Fortgehen
dysfunctions of …

motility (>…<)
scale (<>)
identity (ø/-ø)

(symbolic) castration
Medusa
Blind Man's Bluff
subject as misidentified
interpretation, as a false goal
Cyclop's Cave
"my name is Nohbody"
partial objects
categories of travel (Johnstone)

control
suffering
curiosity
accumulation
home
saturation
reflection
solitude
personal 
naiveté

dreams of floating
iconostasis
aposiopoiesis
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missing/lost objects
objet petit a
the four Lacanian discourses

hysteria
university
master-slave
analysis

automaton
tuche
the (m)Other
agency
fractals
Thesian labyrinth
cross-inscription
recursion and self-reference
virgin birth
shadow as body
sites of exception (Santner)
sexuation; gendering as boundary theory
twins and double lives (Véronique/Weronika; Castor and Pollux)
artificial memory (Simonides)
prytereion
ventriloquism
uses of anthology structure
metonymy and synecdoche
passwords
omens, prodigies, monsters, etc.
emergence
stochastic resonance
9 men's morris
polythetic logic
"signalizing"
the Aleph
psychotheology
the lamella
enigma of the Other
"Ché vuoi?"
∂ — marginal difference or surplus
big names: Plato, Vico, Cassirer, Poe, Lacan, Hegel, Zizek, Freud, Calvino, Perec, Borges, Joyce, Halbwachs,
Saxl, Santner, Dolar …
big movies (film series)
ghost stories
synesthesia

something missing? add items from your own memory.

• "smart" is not having to say "I don't know" …

Intelligence is a matter of relations and structures. Definitions and concepts quickly deteriorate unless one can relate
things to general patterns and coincidences. A thesis should not be the boasting of a know-it-all but the provocation of
an eccentric curiosity that can be shared with a few hints and invitations. 

Our ideas do not reside "inside our heads." We don't "have thoughts" until we see them live in the heads of others,
fleeting glimpses and moments set afire by things we can say or do that excite the imaginations of our readers. Ideas
are not ours to give, only ours to borrow and then set free. At best we can nourish them before their departure; at the
least we should not harm them; they are old and fragile. We should never try to say they are not what they are, or are
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what they aren't.

The "I don't know" is at least a sign of respect and humility, but we should replace it with, "I think we might know if we
try" (there is no knowing without work, and no solitary knowing without conviviality). There really are answers to some
questions, and no answers to others; but some questions are not really questions but attempts to bully and intimidate.
We say what we can, and let the rest sing for its dinner.

Vale!

Don Kunze
PhD / Prof of Architecture and Integrative Arts, Emeritus
web: art3idea.psu.edu

http://art3idea.psu.edu/



